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[Answer any /ura questions from each Group_A ancl Group-B;
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1.a)
b)

c)

Group-A
What do you mean by beat?
Show that the number of beats produced per second is equal to the reciprocal ofthe time interval
b6tween two successive maxima and minima.
A tuning fork A produces 4 beats/ second with a tuning fork B of freque ncy 256. A is fired adthe beats occur at sho(er intervals. What was its originai frcquency?

Write the characteristics of simple harmonic motion.
Derive the differential equation of simple harmonic motion.
Derive an explession to calculate the time period ofa torsion pendulum.

3. a) Explain damped and forced oscillation.
b) Find the apparent change in frequency when a observer is moving towards a stationary souce.c) A person is standing near a railway track and a train moving with a speed of 36km/hr is

approaching him. The apparent pitch of the whistle as heard by the person is 700 Hz. Calculate
the actual frequency of the whistle. Velocity ofsound is 350m/s.

Group-B
4.a) What is entropy? How can you relate entropy to third law of thermodynamics?b) Explain the lour cycles ofcamot heat engine.

c) A Carnot engine has 40% efficiency when the sink temperature is 30"c. what is the increase in
temperature ofthe heat source when its efficiency is 60%?

5.a) What is diffraction of light?
b) Explain diffraction due to a doubre slit and fincr an expression for the intensity.c) The path difference between two points of a wave is 41.. what is the phase difference between

these two points?

6.a) Define polarization of light.
b) Prove that the reflected light and refracted light are at right angles to each other ciue to Brcwster,spolarization.
c) A light ray is incident of g^lass surface and part of this reflected and refracted as well wherereflected ray is polarized. If the refractive index of the medium is 1.52 then frnd the angle ofpolarization.

7.a) How does energy conserve in interference pattem.
b) Derive an expression for diffraction oflight for single slit.
c) Find the efficiency ofthe carnot's engine working between the steam point and the ice point.
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